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ADVENTURE SEEKERS’ PARADISE

Samoa’s outstanding natural beauty awaits

Located in the heart of the South Pacific between New Zealand and Hawaii, Samoa is the first
country on earth to see the rising sun since moving over the International Date Line in 2011.
Officially called Malo Sa’oloto Tuto’atasi o Sāmoa, the island state has no internal crisis, wars,
ethnical conflicts or crime.
Very few communities are as polite, reserved, unhurried and calm in their language. Speaking too
loud is considered very rude. Samoan’s call their lifestyle Fa’a Samoa, conforming to all the
romantic expectations coupled with the South Seas. Well-groomed lawns and front gardens, huts
open to all sides and natives unhurriedly strolling along or resting on mats – a Samoan village
represents harmony and piece, lastingly impressing visitors. Adventure holidays in quite a different
approach.
With an average temperature of 27 degrees, turquoise blue waters, coral reefs, palms, lush
rainforests, fertile grounds as well as beaches straight out of a picture book, Samoa is a discoverers
paradise which seduces visitors to a longtime stay. For example, the author of “Treasure Island”
could not wait for the next streamer to arrive but ended up staying for the rest of his life and is
buried there, too. Today, Robert Louis Stevenson’s villa is open for visitors who are interest in the
writer’s life and work.
The rugged mountains present hikers with several surprises; one being the “Papaseea Sliding
Rocks” – natural water slides, 15 meters high, completely harmless and so much fun for young and
old. The rainforests are also worth exploring and in the rainforest reserve on Tuasivi, explorers can
witness daily active flying foxes – purely vegetarian bats with over one meter wingspan – from the
edge of a lushly overgrown, small crater.

Many Samoan legends have their origins at the western tip of Savaii. Visitors are invited to explore
those legendary places as well as centuries-old places of cultural interest. An insider tip: The most
impressive spot to observe the vast expanse of the rainforest on Savaii is a treetop canopy
walkway built about 40 metres above the ground amidst the many arms of giant Banyan trees.
Besides unbelievably idyllic beaches, the “Taga Blowholes” are another must-see at the seashore.
When sea water is pushed through the cavernous lavas stone, fountains as high as 60 meters can
be witnessed. Lava formations made by nature are impressive, even without water fountains
shooting into the skies. Of course, divers will find more than enough possibilities to explore Samoa
underwater. Reef breaks around the islands are guaranteed to offer fun and exhilarating surfing.
Samoa’s charm doesn’t stem from single adventures but from the total of all discoveries possible. It
is the unity of the people and their culture with the islands’ nature.
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For more information please contact:
Samoa Tourism Authority
Tel: +44 208 877 4504
E-mail: samoa@representationplus.co.uk
Visit: www.samoa.travel
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Notes to editors:
Samoa: The Treasured Islands of the South Pacific
Beautiful Samoa - The Treasured Islands of the South Pacific - are the true heart of Polynesia.
Ten islands of stunning wild beauty, Samoa - or Independent Samoa as it is now known so as to
avoid confusion with American Samoa, is paradise waiting to be explored. From powder-soft
beaches to warm tropical seas and colourful coral reefs alive with marine life, its rugged, lush
interiors reveal endless wildlife, waterfalls and hiking trails.
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